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Abstract:

Relay routing system consists of a set of relay routers, providing relay routing for routing domains that

cannot exchange routing information. The key point of the system is to configure appropriate relay router for
routing domains. In this paper, all the relay routers are taken as a virtual node by assigning them an anycast address
which is accessed along the shortest path by anycast routing. In addition, source routing is used to route the data
packets to relay router. The anycast-based relay routing system enables auto-configuration of relay routing,
improves the performance and the reliability of relay routing, and it is compatible with existing network
infrastructure with quite low overhead.
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中继路由系统由一组中继路由器组成,为不能交换路由信息的路由域提供中继路由.该系统的关键是

为路由域配置恰当的中继路由器.为所有中继路由器分配一个泛播地址,将它们当作一个逻辑节点,借助泛播路
由以最短路径到达该逻辑节点.此外,采用源路由的方法将数据报文路由至中继路由器.基于泛播的中继路由系
统实现了中继路由的自动配置,提高了中继路由的性能和可靠性,并且与现有网络系统兼容,实施代价很小.
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Introduction
Internet consists of thousands of routing domains, each of which having a set of routers that exchange internal

routing information within an administrative domain. The exchange of external routing information between routing
domains is via inter-domain routing protocol like BGP. However, there maybe exists such a case that no
inter-domain routing protocol is provided for two different routing domains, or they are not willing to exchange
routing information through inter-domain routing protocol due to the security or administration policy. In such
cases, relay routing system is a reasonable solution to enable the communication between these two routing
domains. A set of routers that can reach both of the two routing domains are deployed to provide relay routing for
these two domains. The key point of the system is to configure appropriate relay router at the border routers of
routing domains.
Statically binding a relay router at each border router of a routing domain seems to be straightforward for such
configuration. However, when there are a large number of border routers in the routing domain, finding and
configuring a default relay router manually is a significant work in practice. Moreover, static configuration may
potentially cause trouble. For example, when the assigned relay router suddenly goes down, the border router will
not be able to reach another routing domain any longer. In addition, due to lack of the available information of relay
routers, the border router may configure a relay router that is non-optimal for itself, or optimal initially but becomes
non-optimal later with the change of route to relay router or performance fall in the relay router, leading to poor
performance of relay routing. For the above reasons, statically binding scheme is not good for relay routing system,
which demands a more efficient scheme to be applied in relay routing system.
Anycast, which was first defined in RFC 1546[1], is a network service for a host to communicate with one
member in a designated group. It can dynamically choose a “best” one from the group. In this paper, we take
advantage of such feature of anycast communication, and present an anycast based relay routing system. All the
relay routers are regarded as a virtual node by sharing the same anycast address, providing relay routing for two
separated routing domains. The border routers of one routing domain take the anycast address as the route to reach
another routing domain, and this route will be directed to a nearest relay router by anycast routing. Anycast based
relay routing system avoids the problems in statically binding scheme and improves the efficiency and reliability of
relay routing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides necessary background information of anycast.
Section 3 gives an overview of the system. Section 4 presents the design details of the system. Section 5 evaluates
the performance of the system. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2

Background: Anycast Communication
Anycast is a network service for a host to communicate with one member in a designated group. Members in

the group share an anycast address, which represents a virtual node in the network providing a certain kind of
service. Host that wants to get such a service will send datagram to the anycast address and the internetwork is
responsible for delivering the datagram to the nearest server, where ‘nearest’ is defined according to the routing
system’s measure of distance[1]. Thus, accessing the nearest server enhances the performance perceived by the host,
saves the network’s bandwidth and provides the desired service. Figure 1 illustrates an example of anycast
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communication. Member1 and Member2 are in the same anycast group A. If Sender1 sends a packet to the anycast
address, the network delivers it to Member1, while if Sender2 sends a packet to the anycast address, the network
delivers it to Member2.
To

enable

anycast

communication,

anycast

routing is necessary to build routing table for

Group A
(Member1)

Group A
(Member2)

forwarding anycast packets to the nearest anycast
server. Katabi[2] proposes a framework for scalable
global IP-Anycast, and Jia

[3]

addresses the problem of

Anycast packet
Anycast packet

routing table establishment and packet forwarding for

Sender2

anycast messages. There are two kinds of approaches
to build anycast routing table. The first kind of
approach extends the existing unicast routing protocol

Sender1

Fig.1

Illustration of anycast communication

such as RIP (Routing Information Protocol) and OSPF
(Open Shortest Path First) to support anycast routing. Discussion on how to modify RIP and OSPF to support
anycast routing can be found in Ref.[4]. The second kind of approach builds a distribution tree for anycast group
just as multicast protocol. The anycast packet is forwarded along the distribution tree. But different from multicast,
the packet is only forwarded to one downstream at the branch node. In Ref.[3], Source-Based Tree (SBT) method
and Core-Based Tree (CBT) method are proposed for building anycast distribution tree.
Bhattacharjee[5] generalized the anycast communication paradigm and proposed to provide anycast service at
the application layer. This approach attempts to build a directory system which, queried with a service name and a
client address, returns the unicast address of the server that is nearest to the client.
Since more and more applications demand anycast services, in the latest version of IP specification, IPv6,
anycast has been defined as a standard network service[6].

3

System Overview
Figure 2 illustrates an internetwork composed
Routing domain B

Routing domain A
Stub network

of two separated routing domains A and B. A and B
don’t exchange routing information with each other,

Site router
Transit network

but they are both connected with a set of relay
routers. The relay routers participate in the routing
system of both A and B respectively, but don’t

Host

advertise the routing information of A to B and vice
versa. Communication between A and B must be

Transit router
Relay router
Border router

Fig.2

Relay routing system

through one of the relay routers. The border router
is the default gateway for its stub network, so a
packet from inside the stub network to another
routing domain will be routed to the border router.

Then the border router routes this packet to one of the relay routers which relays it to the destination.
To route the packets destined to another routing domain, the border router should be configured with a default
relay router to reach another routing domain. Provided that there are multiple relay routers available, how does the
border router configure its default relay router? As discussed in Section 1, binding a fixed relay router for the border
router is not a good solution. Instead, we use automatic configuration at border router with anycast mechanism to
dynamically select a nearest relay router.
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In this anycast based relay routing system, all the relay routers are regarded as a virtual node by assigning them
an anycast address. The anycast route is advertised from all the relay routers and hence broadcasted to routing
domain A and B respectively. Thus all the transit routers in the network keep one routing entry to reach the nearest
relay router. All the border routers configure this anycast address as route to reach another routing domain, and the
transit routers will direct this route to a nearest relay router.

4

Design Details

4.1 Anycast routing
To enable anycast routing, the relay routers should be assigned an anycast address. There are two ways to
support anycast address; one uses the space of unicast address while another allocates a special class of IP address
for anycast. In our system, we allocate unicast address X as anycast address. Such an allocating scheme can simplify
the anycast routing since the anycast route can be handled as host route by the unicast routing protocol, so that no
special anycast routing protocol is needed for the relay routing system.
Each relay router configures the anycast address X in its loopback interface, and advertises this anycast route to
unicast routing system of routing domain A and B. The unicast routing system takes it as host route and broadcasts it
all over its routing domain. When the transit router or border router receives this route for the first time, it will built
a new anycast routing entry, and will update it upon receiving a preferred one. Thus the border and transit router
will keep a route to the nearest relay router. Since all the relay routers periodically advertises such anycast route to
the network, the border and transit router will always keep an up-to-date route to the nearest relay router.
The routing metric, i.e. how to define ‘nearest’ relay router, should be selected when designing an anycast
system. There are a variety of routing metrics including hop count, round trip time (RTT), link cost, service
response time and etc. The selection of routing metric should take the target of anycast system and the cost of
providing the metric into account. The relay routing system is designed for relaying the communication between
two separated routing domains, which is application-independent. This justifies selecting network layer metrics such
as hop count and RTT. Here, we select hop count as routing metric since it can be provided by unicast routing
protocol such as RIP and OSPF, and it is relatively stable. Thus, the anycast relay routing system adds no extra
burden to unicast routing protocol.
Routing table at B
hop next
dest
count hop
2
D
A
1
C
C
1
D
D
2
C
E
2
D
F

Routing table at D
hop next
dest
count hop
1
A
A
1
B
B
2
E
C
1
E
E
1
F
F

C

E

A

Figure 3 gives an example of anycast relay
routing. In this figure, A represents anycast relay

B
D

routers, B is one of the border routers, and others are

A
F

transit routers. After receiving anycast routing
A

advertisement from all of the relay routers, the transit
routers and border router will keep a routing entry to

Fig.3

Example of anycast relay routing

the nearest relay router in the routing table. In this
example, B takes D as next hop to reach the nearest A,

and D connects A directly. Thus the anycast routing automatically establish a shortest path from B to A.
4.2 Data transmission
Once the anycast routing for the relay routers has been established, communication between the two separated
routing domains can be enabled. When the border router receives a packet destined to another routing domain, it
shall first route this packet to the relay router which relays it to the destination. However, the destination field in the
IP header is not the relay router. Thus special mechanism is needed for the border router to route this packet to the
relay router. One such mechanism is IP tunnel, i.e. the border router encapsulates this packet in a new IP packet,
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whose source is the border router and the destination is relay router, and when the relay router receives the
encapsulating packet, it gets the original packet and forwards it to the destination. The disadvantage of IP tunnel is
that the overhead of encapsulating and decapsulating in the
source destination
address address

border router and relay router is heavy, which will decrease

LSRR

the routing performance. So our system doesn’t use IP tunnel.
Instead, it uses a standard IP option – “Loose Source and
Record Route (LSRR)” in IPv4

[7]

Border
Router

Host S

or “Routing Header” in

IPv6[6].

Relay Layer

Border
Router

Host D

S D

The LSRR option or Routing Header can provides the

S X D
S D

intermediate routing information in forwarding an IP

S D

datagram to the destination. In our relay routing system, the
D S

routing information is not filled by the source but by the

D X S

border router. This makes relay routing totally transparent to

D S

the end hosts so that the system requires no modification to

D S

host implementation. Supposed that a host S in one routing
domain sends a packet to host D in another routing domain.
When the border router of S receives this packet, it adds a

Fig.4

Data transmission in relay routing

LSRR option in the packet. In addition, it replaces the destination address D in the IP header with relay router
anycast address X, and sets the address in the LSRR option with D. The modified packet is then routed by the transit
routers to the nearest relay router according to the anycast routing. The transit routers don’t need to handle the
LSRR option, and it forwards this packet just as a general unicast packet. When the relay router receives this packet,
it gets the address D from the LSRR option, sets the destination address in the IP header as D, deletes the LSRR
option, and forwards it. The routing system in another domain will finally route this packet to host D. The packet
returned from D to S is routed in the same way. Figure 4 illustrates the data transmission process between S and D.

5

Performance Evaluation

5.1 Efficiency
The current Internet with BGP as inter-domain routing protocol often experiences a low routing efficiency in
the sense that many sub-optimal paths are used instead of optimal paths. For example, as reported in Ref.[8], for
about 50% of the paths measured, there exists an alternative route with lower latency. In comparison, anycast based
relay routing system selects the nearest relay router to relay the communication between two separated routing
domains. It optimizes the route from source to relay router. In the following, we analyze the routing efficiency of
anycast based scheme, in terms of hop count from source to relay router.
Supposed that there are N relay routers Ri (i=1,…,N), and we have the following definitions and hypotheses.
Definition 1. Xi: the hopcount of shortest path from source S to relay router Ri (i=1,…,N).
Definition 2. fXi(h) is the probability that the hopcount from source to relay router Ri equals h, which can be
denoted as fXi(h)=P{Xi=h},(i=1,...,N).
Definition 3. fu(h,k) is the probability that the minimum value of Xi is h, and there are just k relay routers from
source to each of the hopcounts, which can be denoted as
fu(h,k)=P{min{Xi| i=1,…,N}=h∧∃(Xm1,Xm2,…,Xmk),(Xm1=Xm2=…=Xmk=h); 1≤mj≤N, j=1,…,k}
Definition 4. fM(h) is the probability that the minimum hopcount from source to relay routers equals h, which
can be denoted as fM(h)=P{min{Xi| i=1,…,N}=h}
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Hypothesis 1. All fXi(h) are independently and identically distributed, and fXi(h)=fX(h) (i=1,…,N).
That the minimum hopcount equals h means that there is at least one path whose hopcount(s) equals h and the
remains are equal to or greater than h. Since fXi(h) (i=1,…,N) are identical and independent of each other, we have
f U ( h, k ) = C Nk f X ( h) k ( ∑ f X ( j )) N − k

(1)

j>k

and k can be from 1 to N, so
N

f M ( h) = ∑ f U ( h, k )

(2)

k =1

With (1) and (2),
N

f M ( h) = ∑ C Nk f X ( h) k ( ∑ f X ( j )) N − k
k =1

(3)

j >k

In statically binding scheme, the border router has no information about distance to each of the relay router,
and it just configures one of them as default relay router arbitrarily. So the probability distribution of the hopcount
from source to relay can be represented with fX(h). On the other hand, the nearest relay router is selected in anycast
based scheme, in which the probability distribution of the hopcount from source to relay is fM(h).
Recent researches on Internet measurement[9] found that there’s a scaling law for the hopcount of the shortest
path between two arbitrary nodes in the Internet and it can be approximated by Poisson Law, which is denoted
as f ( h) =

e − λ λh
, where λ is the average of hopcount in Internet. The observed results based on measurement
h!

showed that λ varies from 14 to 20 over different periods and for different continents such as Europe, North
America and Asia-Pacific. For the whole Internet over a long period, λ is about 16. Since source and relay routers
are two nodes in the Internet, it is reasonable to take fX(h) as one
instance of f(h). Supposed that the average hopcount between

Expectation of Hop Count

16
15
14

source and relay router is λ1, then f X ( h) =

statically binding λ=10
anycast based λ=10
statically binding λ=15
anycast based λ=15

13
12
11

e − λ1 λ1 h
.
h!

Given the probability distribution of hop count, we can

10

further calculate the expectation of hop count from source to relay

9
8

Fig.5 Expectation of Hopcount

7

router. Figure 5 illustrates the expectation of hop count with the
variation of number of relay routers for λ1=10 and λ1=15

6
5
4
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Number of Relay Routers

9

10

11

respectively. It is clear that anycast based scheme improves the
efficiency of relay routing.

5.2 Reliability

As the Internet’s inter-domain routing protocol, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is crucial to the overall
reliability of the Internet. Faults in BGP implementations or mistakes in the way it is used have been known to
disrupt large regions of the Internet. However, the configuration errors are pervasive, with 200~1200 prefixes
(0.2%~1.0% of the BGP table size) suffering from misconfiguration each day[10]. As for the relay routing system,
the reliability refers to the probability that packet from one routing domain to another domain can be successfully
relayed by a relay router. In the scheme of statically binding a relay router at the border router, when the default
relay router goes down, this border router can not reach another routing domain any more even if other relay routers
still work. On the contrary, in the anycast based relay routing system, the border router will be served as long as
there is one relay router working, since the anycast routing system is aware of the state of all relay routers and will
always provide one available relay router for the border router. Supposed that there are N relay routers in the
system, and the reliability of each relay router is Pi (i=1,…,N), then the reliability of the system is Pi in statically
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binding scheme, and 1−(1−Pi)N in anycast based scheme. As an instance, if N is 5 and Pi(i=1,…,5) is 0.8, the
reliability of the system will be 0.8 in statically binding scheme and 0.99968 in anycast based scheme. Obviously,
anycast mechanism greatly improves the reliability of the relay routing system.
5.3 Overhead

The anycast based relay routing system enables auto-configuration at border routers, and it doesn’t require any
modification in the end hosts and transit routers, nor it requires keeping any additional state in the routers.
Moreover, the anycast routing is maintained by the existing unicast routing system with a simple extension. So it is
nearly compatible with existing network infrastructure. The only overhead of the anycast based relay routing system
is the cost of processing of LSRR option in the border routers and relay routers. However, LSRR option is a
standard IP option that is supported by all router implementation, and processing this option is light weight. In
summary, the overhead of the system is quite low.

6

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an anycast based relay routing system, which enables auto-configuration at border

routers and improves the system reliability and the efficiency of relay routing. This system is transparent to end
hosts and transit routers, and is compatible with the existing network infrastructure with quite low overhead.
Moreover, the architecture of this system can be applied in both IPv4 and IPv6 network.
Although this system is designed for relay routing, the design rationale is not limited to relay routing, but can
be adopted in the deployment of replicated servers that provide proxy service, e.g. web proxy service. Designing a
general architecture of anycast proxy system is left to be our future work.
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